
What distinguishes K9iTms from other task software packages available for the Law 

enforcement and /De-mining/K9 & CT Search sector? 

 

K9-iTms     (pronounced K9 “Items” ) 

(K9/Ct Search)   INTEGRATED TASK  MANAGEMENT  SYSTEM 

Potential Anglo/US/EU Joint Ventures.    Current applications model below has 

demonstrated only ONE portion of one sector.                                                                                              

ie K9-CT Search and interfacing interoperability with LEAs and First responders.  

                    

 

K9-iTMS Next Generation Software                                                                                    

Pioneering Tool for a sector with                                                                                    

Complex Procedures 

Features: 

Can I import and export my Data? 

Yes on the exporting page there is at every stage a download button. To download, you 

need to have an administration log on and privileges. On the importing side, all the task 

schedules and alerts can be imported. 

 (All of the importable items need to go through the DESA IT department due to the many 

relationships already on our system? Law enforcement will own partitions for security 

reasons)  

Is my data secure/protected? 

Yes. In addition to always maintaining two copies of your data, DESA automatically back up 

your updated data every day. It's stored on firewall protected, redundant servers so your data 

is safe from hardware and software failures, hackers and viruses. Also because we update 

your records with every change, we can restore your file to a previous point in time.  

What distinguishes K9iTms from other task software packages available for the Law 

enforcement and /De-mining/K9 & CT Search sector? 

K9iTms has the best functionality and performance to price ratio, is scalable and is Cloud 

hosted.  



What distinguishes K9iTms from other task software packages available for the Law 

enforcement and /De-mining/K9 & CT Search sector? 

 

 Access on Multiple Devices: Access your data anywhere, anytime, from your iPhone, 

iPad, Android device or browser. 

 Send professional invoices: Create custom invoices with your own Unit or NGO/or  

branding (Force Logo, Official Agency or Department/business information etc.).  

 Know the state of your project finances: See your Productivity/Clearance ratios/Cargo 

screened/vehicles searched even Cost per metre clearance etc Even Profit & Loss, 

Balance Sheet, and dozens of other reports in one click. Set targets and automatic 

alarms.  

 Multiple User Access: Grant access to unlimited K9 teams or users and set their 

permission levels for each individual globally/real time in numerous countries and 

time zones. (TSA high risk airports screening ops real time audits for GAO) 

 Save time for your search teams/managers/Commanders and cut the costs of 

operations: Reduces the time spent by officers/handlers/employees on repetitive, 

routine administrative record keeping tasks / paper saving.  

 Eliminates errors through automatic calculations: Significantly reduces the number of 

questions that Officers/staff/sub-contractors normally direct using email, or by phone 

to their superiors/managers/supervisors or finance/ HR and administration 

departments (each officer/soldier/ employee / subcontractor / customer etc. can check 

the status of his / her request performance, training progress, or schedules etc via the 

Internet, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week)                                                                    

(periodic Data burst or near real time in 3
rd

 world isolated locations) 

What costs for various customisations? 

Free for Government agency/Law enforcement. (Joint Venture/Cooperation pacts)  

Fully set up interfaces agreed.  For other new and 3
rd

 party users and major projects, the 

costs of customisation will be included in their on-going service and maintenance charges, or 

built in to automatic mini charges that can be collected on a ‘pay per view’, or pay per click-

on, pay per bulk usage types of system commands and these would be supported remotely 

(REAL-TIME). Allows a predictive usage, or results model to be prepared. For calculating   

in-advance, for Costing and budgeting purposes. Helping to keep projects, on target and on 

budget.(Support and help TSA with OTA’s tasking and costs in real time) DESA would only 

charge additional fees if a 3
rd

 party customer insists that the customisation must take place on 

its own premises or in country (Time + travel and Ex’s).  

                                                                                                                                                                 

Can K9-iTms also be integrated into my payments & accounting software? 

Yes… Fundamentally apart from fully real time auditing & QA processes this is one of 

the other reasons why K9-iTms was originally built, to be integrated with ‘other’ systems. 

Every system today for example supports simple MS Excel… and in K9iTms you can export 

everything to Excel and import things from Excel. K9-iTms has an SQL Server database 

you can easily use third party development to generate reports, import/export data. 

                                                                                                                                              

Smart cities?    Citizen Scientists?    Pulse hubs? 

The danger of that is having a bunch of non-integrated projects spinning up in different 

domains and being incompatible. To counter that DESA are only building on open 

technologies and open architectures.       
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Active shooter(s)/ Schools and Public complexes/ CT Search Ops/ 

Planning/Training/Multiple Attacker Scenarios in Real time/ Indoor GPS. 

IoT  

Ai capable, with certain machine learning capability/ can manage and interface with 

Lidar/ Future proofed to interface with Smart city/Citizen scientist/Indoor GPS  

 

How long does a 3
rd

 Party contract or individual Handlers user license last?                                    

K9 iTms will include this question a by per Department/Government or individual Handler 

Package deal, but the general policy is to make it easy and cost efficient for customers to use 

our App and our unique software. 

Can K9iTms provide customer references? 

Yes certainly it can and are happy to do so after a Live Demo.                                             

K9-iTMS will be carrying on with its current International roll-out of its K9-CT Search 

management software, for the whole of the UK and most of European K9 Handlers, 

International NGOs, and security companies. A case study and full client reference disclosure 

at an appropriate commercial stage will be produced if required.  
 

Mock up for visual portrayal 
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 Full real-time or near real time communication between all parties, configurable to 

Unit/Section/division Department and permissions /or user requirements by:  

 Phone 

 Text 

 Email 

 Web account 

 Smart Phone App (Android, iOS, Windows Phone) 

 Access to generate service or test results requests. IED inert Hide locations or track all live 

Explosives training aids, by attachments. Layouts, GPS (even photo, video and docs) etc 

 
 Real-time communication on requests, actions, changes, Alarms incidents and responses  

 
 Alerts and forward view on (new) appointments/tasks in real-time, based on actual task 

status, or live emergency incidents, Staff Skill level linked tasking and licensing  

 
 The system logs and stores every key stroke for every user, so no data entry or 

communication will ever get mislaid (Reduces Corruption/Test Cheating) Incident inquiries  

 
 Dependent on access rights, every user has access to the complete history of any aspect of a 

job depending on their clearance levels.  

 

 Transparent, accurate, configurable and continuous communication with any user on each 

and every step of the service 

                                       

CRM & Tasking and Job requests  

Full second feature real-time communication between all parties, configurable to 

division and/or user requirements by: 

o Phone 

o Text 

o Email 

o Web account 

o Smart Phone App (Android, iOS, Windows Phone) 
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Real-time variation requests  

 Allow variations by operators and/or subcontractors through their smart phone mobile 

application 

 

 Ability to add photo and video attachments on variation requests and incidents. 

 

 Allow variations to be logged at anytime from anywhere, even during task execution, with 

real-time all-party communication/alerts (First Responders en-route/Drone/Air cover/Finds) 

 

 Full auditable login/history on all variations…Unique ID for every user & Every K9 

Multi -level, multi -type users  

 Operator users – web app & configuration 
o During registration of all individual operators they will be assigned a unique 

operator configuration to include parameters such as: 
 Division/branch assignment 
 Maximum work hours per day 
 Category Rank and personal skills matrix 

o Ability to view operators’ actual and historic location on Google map 
o Ability to view operator status: 

 Free 
 Busy 
 On Pause 
 On Route 
 Off work 

o View operators tasks status: 
 Planned 
 Pending 
 Finished 
 On-going 

                              Biometric log on facilities too suit

 

 Operator users – Smart phone and mobile application functionality 
o Configurable access to manage their own task lists 
o Operator submits continuous updates to the system: 

 Start Task 
 End Task 
 Request and find new task 
 Start task 
 Pause task 



What distinguishes K9iTms from other task software packages available for the Law 

enforcement and /De-mining/K9 & CT Search sector? 

 
 Continue task 
 Non access 
 Cancel task 

              Will not allow log off for example if a safety or other action is not completed in accordance 
with SOP’s  and alerts control at every and any alarm or task failure, can offer solutions capture user 
prescribed requests for management response to any dynamic or anomaly.   

o Operator can: 
 Take pictures and upload/allocate these to a task/job 
 View all actual jobs/tasks by date and status 
 Update status of his jobs/tasks 
 Request variations: 
 The operator has the ability to request new variation along with photo 

and/or videos 
 The operator can view all opened, accepted and rejected variations 
 They can accept the task and get a Google map route navigation to the 

location of the task if required or… 

They can reject the task (might be safety reasons) along with a short comment 
which DESA K9iTms admin or control commanders can respond to, in real-time. 

 

 Customer users 
o All Handlers or customers can apply for user account via a web application to be 

able to communicate and request  K9/Search  services via CRM 
o After user approval the customer’s systems’ access right can be configured to 

requirements. 

 

 The system supports unlimited downstream subcontractor levels. Each level can use the 
system with full system functionality and visibility on scheduling, costs, timings for all ranks 
or handler levels below them. This is unlike any other system currently on the market. 

 

 LEAs Command HQ/On site Managers/H.O. Accounts 
o Can be pre-setup for their 3rd party invoicing/overtime type  
o Allow full view expense status: 

 Unpaid expenses 
 Part paid expenses 
 Paid expenses 
 Deleted expenses 
 Full audit trail available 
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Client 

o The system allows the end client full view of invoice status: 
 Unpaid invoices 
 Part paid invoices 
 Paid invoices 
 Deleted invoices 
 Full audit trail available 

General features 

o Ability to operate in a uniform way from the origin of Task issuer  all the way down 
to last Operator or Handler level 

o Export to Excel/Access/Pdf etc. any time from any screen/view 
o Google map locations fully integrated at all levels 
o Venue interior GPS and additional Widgets etc 

Work streams & Schedules  

 Complete flexibility on managing schedules on multiple individual work streams 
simultaneously at any level; region, branch, project, task etc.

 
 Full Excel and Access integration for up- and downloads, for entire schedules as well as 

individual lines

 
 Ability to configure cost/ clearance rates  percentages etc individually on each schedule

 
 SLA Service Level Agreement and percentage/shift patterns pre-assigned on each 

subcontractor and/or individual schedule, creating a full view of profitability on each project

 
 Manage Third Party K9 Providers or suppliers at any level across multiple work 

streams/projects/Clearance sites/Buildings / BCP’s  

Cost and Audit  

o Cost: There are three categories of costing’s normally captured: 
 Per team search/task 
 Per job 
 Per division/branch/Regt/ (admin overhead) 

o The system will calculate full cost on the selected task/job against operator and/or 
subcontractor and third party suppliers

 
 Sales 

o The system can generate detailed invoices showing job/project summary or at task 
level 

o Tax, VAT,  retention, percentages, etc., can all be fully configured 
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Dashboard & Scheduling  

 Managers/Commanders Full Dynamic & Priority Scheduling Dashboard

 
 Fully user configurable dashboard to view resourcing, projects, costs and Teams availability 

Fully flexible roll-up and filter functionality 

Real-time updates on any event on any project, anywhere globally or time zoned. 

 

 One-click rescheduling with accompanying cross-project info, all-party communications by 
text, email, web app, etc.

 
 Depending on access rights, full user functionality such as scheduling, approvals/rejections 

etc from dashboard view

 
 Ability to view forecasted time and cost performance calculations based on task category, 

cost and type of venue or search per task

 
 Ability to view and address resource, skill and/or time schedule conflicts at operator and 

commander levels. 

Dynamic real-time reporting  

 Able to generate off… different dynamic reports by date and/or by status of: 
o Tasks 
o Jobs/Projects 
o Requests 
o Variations 
o Costs 
o Finds & results 
o Users, etc. 

 

                                 COMPLEXITY MADE SIMPLE 
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K9-iTms INTEGRATED TASK  MANAGEMENT  SYSTEM 

Notes or Questions: 
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